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Word problems
most

difficult

selection,

involving the comparison of sets have emerged as some of the

mathematics problems

successfully solve a

W. Daehler

word problem

for

young children

to solve.

The

ability to

requires correct problem representation,

and proper solution execution. The present study examined the

children do not understand compare problems and therefore

strategy, the

key word

strategy, to solve these problems.

may

rely

good

strategy

possibility that

upon a

faulty

A key word strategy involves

focusing on a key word within the problem as a means of determining which arithmetic
operation to perform (e.g. more

=

addition). This strategy could prove detrimental to

performance on particular word problems where the required operation
that implied

Jennifer.

by the key word

How many

(e.g.

Timothy has

3 marbles.

He

is

the opposite of

has 2 marbles more than

marbles does Jennifer have?).

In the present study, first-grade children were asked to solve two types of word

problems: change problems, involving a change
problems, involving a comparison of the two

in

sets.

one of the two

As

sets,

a replication and extension of

Sophian and McCorgray's (1994) investigation of children's capacity

V

and compare

to understand

and

solve single-operation addition and subtraction

problems were judged according

word problems,

to the direction

children's answers to the

of the response; an increase response for

an addition problem was considered correct, as was a decrease response for a subtraction
problem. Using directionality as a dependent measure, differences of problem type

seemed

to disappear;

emerged

as

more

however, when looking solely

difficult than

at accuracy,

compare problems

still

change problems. The examination of key word strategy

use was inconclusive, but the overall results showed that children do understand, and

form correct representations

of,

word problems involving

vi

the comparison of sets.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
Arithmetic word problems are introduced in American classrooms beginning in
the

first

grade.

It

has been purported that word problems provide motivating, real-world

contexts in which children can apply their mathematical abilities with greater ease

(Ginsburg, Klein,

& Starkey,

and some forms especially

1998). Yet, children often find

word problems

difficult,

so.

In order to solve an arithmetic

problem and subsequently match

word problem, a

child

must

correctly represent the

that representation to the best strategy for arriving at a

solution (Geary, 1994; Mayer, 1985). Researchers have noted that different types of

word problems have

different semantic arrangements and varied lengths, causing each

type of problem to be represented differently and imposing differing levels of task

demands on working memory (Jerman

& Rees,

1972; Riley

& Greeno,

1988).

A. Families of Word Problems
Riley and Greeno (1988) invesfigated three families of addition and subtraction

word problems: combine, change, and compare. Combine problems provide
with information about two sets of objects and ask the child

of the two

sets.

In change problems, one character's set

receiving or giving action, and the child

the changed

between two

set.

is

asked

to

is

determine the quantity of objects in

to

make

of objects. Riley and Greeno demonstrated

problems are easier than change and compare problems, and

markedly more

difficult for children to solve than

1

combination

augmented or diminished by a

For compare problems, children are asked

static sets

to solve for the

the child

that

a comparison

that, overall,

combine

compare problems

are

change problems. This incongruity

in

performance
particular

may be due

to the differing strategies that children

word problems, and

employ

in solving

researchers have clearly demonstrated that the semantic

nature of word problems, even within specific types of word problems,
effects strategy
selection in children (Carpenter

& Moser,

1982; DeCorte

influences performance, namely

1987).

Word Problems

B. Sub-classifying

Lewis and Mayer (1987) investigated one

& Verschaffel,

characteristic of

word problems

how consistent the wording of the problem

is

that

with the

problem-solver's preference for a particular order of information presentation within a

word problem. Deemed

the consistency hypothesis, Lewis and

Mayer (and

later

Verschaffel, DeCorte, and Pauwels (1992) with an eye-tracking study) demonstrated that

problem-solvers prefer particular wording patterns within word problems and that when
the language within a problem

is

inconsistent with a problem-solver's preference, the

problem-solver has difficulty representing the problem. Furthermore, the consistency
hypothesis holds that

when

the language within a

word problem

is

inconsistent with one's

preference, the problem-solver must reorganize the problem to match his or her

preference.

It is

during this reorganization that problem representations become

inaccurate, often leading to correct operations on incorrect representations.

To

better understand

how various word problems

among

it is

representations

problem-solvers,

necessary to consider

of word problems (namely change and compare) can be
(1988), and other researchers, have sub-classified

families based

upon which quantity

classifications provide direct

is

produce differing

how

different families

sub-classified. Riley

and Greeno

word problems within word problem

unspecified in the problem. These sub-

examples of consistent and inconsistent language problems.

2

Riley and Greeno sub-classified two change problems into result unknown
and start

unknown, where they can be considered consistent and inconsistent language problems,
respectively. For example, consider the following addition problems:

(1)

Timothy had

Then

Jennifer gave

How many
(2)

3 marbles.

him 2 marbles.

marbles does Timothy have now?

(result

unknown)

Timothy had some marbles.

Then he gave 2 marbles

Now Timothy has

to Jennifer.

3 marbles.

How many marbles did Timothy have in the beginning?

(start

unknown)

Riley and Greeno also sub-classified two compare problems into compared quantity

unknown and

referent

unknown

(again,

examples of consistent and inconsistent language

problems, respectively). Take, for example, the following addition problems:

(3)

Timothy has

3 marbles.

Jennifer has 2

more marbles than Timothy.

How many marbles does Jennifer have?
(4)

Timothy has

He

(compared quantity unknown)

3 marbles.

has 2 marbles less than Jennifer.

How many

marbles does Jennifer have? (referent unknown)

Other researchers point to an identical

distinction, although they use different

terminology. Sophian and McCorgray (1994) called the two change problems ^/wa/

unknown and

initial

unknown, respectively; Stern (1993) called the two compare

problems unknown compare set and unknown referent

3

set, respectively.

Parallel to the

investigations of the consistency hypothesis, problems
(1) and (3) contain language that

presents information within the problem that corresponds with the preference
of the

problem-solver, whereas problems (2) and (4) do not. For the sake of simplicity,
Lewis

and Mayer's (1987) consistency of language

distinctions are adopted here for labeling the

sub-classes of both change and compare problems.

C. Problem Representation and Strateev Selection

It is

not yet entirely clear

why some word problems

are

consistency hypothesis affords that problem misrepresentation

word problem performance, and

the hypothesis

more
is

The

a key culprit in poor

may even point to

properly represent word problems. Take, for example, problem

difficuh.

a systematic failure to

(4).

When

a problem-

solver reorganizes the information in an inconsistent language compare problem to
the problem

fit

his/her preference, the problem-solver

marbles less than Jermifer"

However, during
"more," or even

Mayer, 1987).

word

in a

into, "Jennifer

this reorganization,

fail to

problem

has two marbles more than Timothy."

understand that such a change

(in this

must turn the statement, "He has 2

our problem-solver

If the latter is the case,

it

make

is

is

may

fail to

change "less"

to

necessary and logical (Lewis

possible that children

may

&

focus upon the key

example, "less") as a means of determining the operation

required to solve the problem. This procedure has been identified as the key word

strategy (Nesher

& Teubal,

When utilizing
solve the

would

a key word strategy, a child assumes that the operation required to

word problem

result in

1975; Schoenfeld, 1982; Stern, 1993).

is

indicated by a key

word

in the text

of the problem

itself

an incorrect problem representation, which Lewis (1989) believes

This

to be

example, a child
responsible for most errors that appear in word problem solving. For

4

relying

on a key word

strategy will perform addition if given
a

word "more"; conversely,
then, that executing a

the child will subtract if given the

problem containing the

word

"less."

It

follows,

key word strategy will yield a correct answer on
a consistent

language compare problem. For example,

in the following consistent

language compare

problem, utilizing the key word "less" will result in a correct
answer, as the required
operation

is

subtraction: "Maria has 5 books. Louis has 2 books
less than Maria.

many books does Louis have?"
performance and may,
inconsistent language

Louis.

Utilizing the key

in fact, benefit

word

strategy here does not

How

impede

performance. However, consider the following

compare problem: "Maria has

How many books does Louis have?"

5 books.

She has 2 books more than

The required operation

is still

subtraction,

but reliance on a key word strategy would lead a child to solve the problem with
addition.
Clearly, key

1.

word

strategies

Investigating the

have the potential to be problematic.

Key Word

In a series of studies

Strategy

aimed

at investigating the

nature of the performance

discrepancy between consistent and inconsistent language compare word problems, Stern
(1993) considered whether children

who

correctly solve

understand the problems that they are asked

who

to solve.

some compare problems

really

Stern hypothesized that children

use key word strategies for compare problems should demonstrate equally poor

retelling abilities for both the consistent

to their lack

of true understanding. She suggested

improper strategy, such as the key word
understand what the problem
a problem

and inconsistent language compare problems due

would be revealed

is

asking

strategy, to solve a

for.

if the child

that children should only use

She also stated

had

to retell the

5

problem

if

an

they do not

that a child's representation of

problem. Stern found that

children were better at retelling consistent language
compare problems than inconsistent

language compare problems and that accurate retelling
performance was closely linked to
correct solutions. Stern interpreted this finding to

consistent language

However, she

mean

compare problems and thus do not

that children

rely

do understand

on a key word

strategy.

also found that children tended to retell inconsistent
language compare

problems as consistent language compare problems and

that they

were prone

to

wrong

operation errors. She argued that there must be something else
about inconsistent

language compare problems that makes them so

Although Stern (1993) concluded

when

solving compare problems,

some

difficult.

that children

aspects of her data suggest that this deserves

further investigation. Across Stern's studies,

wrong operation

high for the inconsistent language compare problems.

problem means
required.

that the child

errors

were consistently

A wrong operation error in a word

performed the opposite operafion of the one

Such high wrong operation

problems suggests

do not employ a key word strategy

that children

may

errors

that

was

on the inconsistent language compare

be using a key word strategy and that a better way of

determining whether or not key words are interfering with performance on compare

problems needs

to

be formulated. Consequently, the influence of key words on word

problem solving performance should be examined
2.

Examining Errors

One

further.

for Strategy Selection

potentially informative

direcfion of errors. That

is, if

way

to investigate strategy use is to look at the

a child's incorrect answer to an addition problem

is

more

than the largest given number in the problem (an increase response), that answer can be

considered "in the right direction";

if

a child's incorrect answer to a subtraction problem

6

is less

than the largest given number (a decrease
response), that answer can also be

considered in the right direction.

Sophian and McCorgray (1994) conducted an
investigation of the direction of
children's solutions to change problems. Recall that
a consistent language change

problem provides an
and the

initial set that will

final quantity after the

change

be increased or decreased by a given quantity,

is

books. Then Louis gave her two books.

the target answer. For example, "Maria
had five

How many books does Maria have now?" An

inconsistent language change problem begins with an unspecified

initial set that is

increased or decreased by a specified quantity, yielding a specified
final quantity, and the
target

answer

is

the quantity of the

Then she gave two books
Maria have

in the

to Louis.

initial set.

For example, "Maria had some books.

Now Maria has five books. How many books did

beginning?" The researchers hypothesized that the direction of

children's incorrect answers

may

provide clearer evidence that young children do have

the ability to correctly represent and distinguish between addition and subtraction change

problems.

Sophian and McCorgray (1994) tested preschool, kindergarten, and
children.

The researchers used

word problems

to

make

story problems that were longer and

the task

demands more

explicit to the

more

first

grade

elaborate than

youngest children. They

also used stuffed animals to present the stories and several types of small plastic toys to

concretize the objects in the

plastic

box

sets.

to prevent children

One

set

of objects was kept

from counting and

to force

in a covered,

them

to use

opaque

mathematical

reasoning to solve the problems. The preschoolers did not respond reliably in either

direction, but the kindergarten

and

first

grade children

7

made responses

in the appropriate

directions for both consistent and inconsistent language
problems. Furthermore,

first

grade children produced more accurate solutions than the
other two groups of children,
but they were less successful on the inconsistent language
change problems than they

were on the consistent language change problems. These findings
suggest

that first grade

children (and even kindergarten children in a more limited
fashion) are able to represent

change problems according

to their required operafions.

However, Sophian and

McCorgray did not include compare problems, where key words may
role in performance. Therefore, in the present study, both

were included
3.

to replicate

play an important

compare and change problems

and extend the findings of Sophian and McCorgray.

Choosing the Right Answer
Children's ability to properly represent word problems by exhibidng knowledge

of the required operation

may

be demonstrated in ways other than making a judgement

about the direction of a child's response. If children understand the underlying logic of a

word problem, they should be

able to discriminate the correct answer from two choices.

Extensive processing demands

on

their

may be

necessary for children to produce correct solutions

own; by implementing a choice response format, researchers should be

able to

gain a greater understanding of children's representations and reasoning with respect to

word problems while

potentially decreasing the processing

demands of the

task.

Furthermore, such a measure would be comparable with a measure of directionality, as
choices would be

made according

to the child's understanding

of what each problem was

asking.

When

a child

is

presented with two cards, one bearing the correct answer, and the

other bearing the exact opposite and incorrect answer, the child should be able to select

8

the correct card if he or she understands the

key word strategy

word problem. However,

to solve the inconsistent language

consistently pick the card bearing the

change word problems. Children
their

this study

in their efforts to solve

in the choice response

were asked

to

An additional

measure was obtained

using a

compare and

group were required

to select

contrast, the verbal response

produce solutions on

typically required in studies of performance on

is

In this study, a choice response

answers from the cards bearing numerical answers. In

group of children in

a child

compare problems, he or she should

wrong answer.

procedure was implemented for half of the children

if

their

own, as

is

word problems.

to provide a

supplement to the directional

responses as a means of further demonstrating children's understanding of
what they are

being asked within a word problem. This measure was an operational measure, obtained

by asking the children

to report

which mathematical operation (addition or

subtraction)

they performed to solve each problem. After they picked their solution to a problem from
the

two cards bearing numerical answers,

the children in the choice response group were

asked to pick the operation they performed from two cards bearing an addition sign and a
subtraction sign. Similarly, the children in the verbal response group were asked

added or subtracted

to get the

measure was predicted

to be

answer they gave

if they

for each problem. This operational

congruent to the directionality measure, thereby yielding a

clearer picture of wrong operation errors

by providing two measures of children's

reasoning in solving arithmetic word problems.
D. Predictions for the Present Study

Because

this study

findings of Sophian and

was aimed

at replicating

and extending the directionality

McCorgray (1994), performance on

9

the inconsistent language

problems was predicted

to be

worse than performance on the consistent
language

problems for both change and compare problems
Similarly,

compare problems were predicted

in

to be

both of the response conditions.

more

difficult for children to solve

than change problems in the directionality and accuracy
(verbal group only) sets of data.
In addition, by providing a clearer picture of wrong
operation errors through congruent

measures, both the choice and verbal response conditions
were predicted to show that
children systematically use the key

problems; that

is,

word

strategy with inconsistent language

compare

children should uniformly provide numerical solutions in
the

direction and uniformly report performing the

compare problems.

10

wrong operation

wrong

for inconsistent language

CHAPTER II

METHOD
A. Participants
Forty-four first-grade children participated in this
study, 28 boys

months) and 16

girls

(M =

7 years,

1

(M =

7 years, 2

month). Children had to have a permission

slip

signed by their parents before participating. Forty-five of
the 50 first-grade students
returned their permission
attend school.

Two

girls

slips.

(one

One boy

who

suffered an extended illness and

was not

received the verbal response format and one

able to

who

received the choice response format) were excluded from the study
because they failed
the pre-screening task and were unable to complete the

word problem phase of the

experiment. The study was conducted in a Western Massachusetts elementary school
in a

moderate SES community during the middle of the Spring semester.
B. Design

This experiment utilized a 2 (Problem Type: change or compare) x 2 (Consistency

of Language: consistent or inconsistent) x 2 (Required Operation: addition or subtraction)

X 2 (Response Format: choice or verbal) x 2 (Gender) mixed

factorial design, with

problem type, consistency of language, and required operafion

as within-subjects factors.

After a pre-screening task, each child received 16 word problems, two per combination of

problem type, consistency of language, and operation.
C. Materials

For the pre-screening

task, eight

yellow smiley faces were utilized

in

varying

combinations to demonstrate the addition and subtraction of objects. There were also
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large operational signs (229-point font) to
familiarize the children with the notation
of

mathematical equations.

Two
tall,

puppets (Pinky the Pig and Carlos the Cow), each
approximately 10 inches

were used

to present the

word problems

to the children.

Each child received sixteen word problems

(see

Appendix A). The problems

were comprised of eight change and eight compare problems.
Within each of the two
problem types, four were consistent language problems and four
were inconsistent
language problems; within each group of four there were two addition
and two
subtraction problems.

The numbers

problems were identical so

in the eight

that each parallel

change problems and the eight compare

problem category contained the same

computational demands. Only numbers characterized by Sophian and McCorgray
(1994)
as small numerosity

were used since

their results indicated that smaller

problems easier for the children. The problems were similar

Greeno
the

(

1

objects in the second sentence and the

the second sentence.

the

to those given

988). Riley and Greeno's compare problems placed the

named

named

However,

in this study,

word

numbers made

the

by Riley and

word "more" before

"less" after the

named

objects in

both "more" and "less" were placed

after

objects in the second sentence of the compare problems to create identical

wording patterns and

to maintain concordant

placement of the key words.

Several sets of small plastic toys were used as visual support for the children

during the word problems: 3" long gold-colored trumpets; Va' long gray monkeys; 2 Yi"

long green dinosaurs; 2" x

brown teddy

1

%" books

bears; 1" long black dogs;

(paper);

1

1/2"

Vi" tall

diameter silver-tone rings; 1"

brown jack-rabbits;

1" long light blue fish; 1" long white and pink baby bottles;

12

1

'A"

x

1

tall light

1" long blue boats;

%"

green airplanes;

•/2"

diameter hamburgers; V.- wide white birds; 3" long
yellow scissors; 3" long blue coat

hangers.

pairs

Each

set

of toys was used with only one word problem,
and the toy/problem

were the same

for each child.

These toys were described as "the property

puppets and the word problems were written to
small (4"L x

4"W

reflect this ownership.

4 74"W X

1

Ya'W) was used to show the other

In the choice response format,

in

There was also a

x 3"H) opaque green container with an opaque
green

conceal one set of toys from the children during testing
and a

flat

of the

lid

used to

clear plastic dish (5"L x

set to the children.

numbers and operational signs were hand-written

black magic marker on halved, unlined

3x5

white index cards. The written numbers

and operational signs were approximately one inch

tall.

For each problem, one response

card displayed the correct answer and the other card displayed the incorrect
answer which

was formed by performing
the

same numbers

the opposite operation of that required by the problem with

problem. Similarly, the cards depicting the operational signs

in the

bore either an addition sign or a subtraction sign. The answers in both the choice
response and the verbal response conditions were recorded by the experimenter on a preprinted scoring grid.

D. Procedure

The children were

tested individually in a quiet

room

in the school. Prior to the

pre-screening task, children were given the following instructions (adapted from

& Horton,
My

Thomas

1997):

puppets and

I

have some problems

Some of the problems

will

sound a

that

we would

lot alike,

like

to help us solve.

but they are going to be about

different things, so please think very carefully about each

13

you

problem so

that

you can

give us

the help that

all

you

can. First,

I

want

to

make

sure that

we

are ready for

the puppets and the problems.

To begin

the pre-screening task, the experimenter placed
three notation signs in

front of the child (addition, subtraction, and equality)
and asked the child to identify the

addition, subtraction and equal signs (in

random

asked

me

For example, "can you show

for.

order) by indicating the sign that

was

the equal sign?" Next, the experimenter

placed two smiley faces in vertical position, a plus sign to the right
and middle of the
faces, another

two smiley faces

middle of the second
faces plus

set

in vertical position,

and an equal sign

to the right

of faces. At the same time, the experimenter

two smiley faces

equals.

.

."

If the child

said,

"Two

and
smiley

answered incorrectly the experimenter

helped the child by counting the number of faces on the table; when the correct answer

was

given, the experimenter placed four smiley faces to the right of the equal sign.

Another addition

trial

was given

if

a child required help on the

first trial.

The same

format was used to demonstrate, "three smiley faces minus one smiley face equals two
smiley faces," and the guidelines for providing help and introducing another
the

same

as in the addition phase.

None of the mathematical

the pre-screening task were used again in the

concluded with asking the child
(again, in

was able

random

order) one

time.

word problems. The pre-screening

screening measure. The two children

their data

was not included

who

14

the child

of each mathematical sign as a pre-

failed

in the analyses.

task

and equal signs

The experimenter recorded whether

to identify the operational significance

were

statements utilized during

to identify the addition, subtraction,

more

trial

were

still

allowed

to participate, but

Following the pre-screening

task, the experimenter administered
the

word

problems. The presentation order of the 16 word
problems was randomized for each of
the

44 children; the 44 randomized sequences were obtained from a
computerized

random number
same toys

generator.

Each individual problem had

the

same two puppets and

the

for every child.

In the choice group, the children were asked to choose
a numerical (directional)

answer by selecting from the two cards bearing the correct answer
or an

incorrect answer;

they were then asked to choose the operation that they performed to
arrive

by selecting one of two cards bearing an addition sign or a

them

to this procedure, children in the choice

I

am

again

will

if

you need

to.

question.

group were read the following

will help the puppets

right

You can ask me

After each problem,

have the right answer on
and

answer written on

it.

me

it

will

show you two

introduce

explain them.

problem

to

you

cards; one card

it.

You

solve the problem by picking the card that has the

Then, you can help us even more by picking the plus
if

you "took away". We're going

with these problems, but remember that

Do you

I

to read the

me

answer

instructions:

and one will have the wrong answer on

sign if you added or the minus sign

think carefully.

To

subtraction sign.

going to read some problems to you while the puppets help

Each problem ends with a

at their

we need your help

to solve

to

have fun

them so

try to

have any questions?

In the verbal response condition, the children were asked to give their answer and

the operation (addition or subtraction) that they used to arrive at their solution.

children in this condition were read the following set of instructions:
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The

I

am

going to read some problems

Each problem ends with
again

You

if

you need

to.

to

a question.

you while

You can

After each problem,

will help the puppets

and

me

to get

with these problems, but remember that

Do you have

ask

me to

will ask

me

explain them.

read the problem to you

you

to

answer the question.

solve the problem by telling us your answer
and

whether you added or "took away"

think carefully.

I

the puppets help

your answer. We're going

we need your help

to solve

to

have fun

them so

try to

any questions?

Each word problem began with

the experimenter placing the change set of toys

(for

change problems) or the known compare

flat

dish so they were seen by the child; out of the child's view, the other
toys were

set

of toys (for compare problems) in the

placed in the opaque, covered container so they would remain hidden. This was
done

to

concretize the problems for the children without allowing them to count the objects to

obtain their answers.

Then

the puppets were used to

tell

the

word problem. The

puppet mentioned in each problem (Pinky the Pig) was always on the child's

and the second puppet (Carlos the Cow) was always on the

problem described a

situation of

child's right side.

first

left side,

Each

ownership and change or comparison; the change

set

of

objects in the change problems were pushed by the puppet performing the giving action

to the side

of the table where the receiving puppet's objects were; no objects were moved

during compare problems.
After a problem was read, the child selected his or her answer and operation from

the index cards (choice response group) or gave his or her answer and the operation he or

she performed (verbal response group). The experimenter recorded each child's answer

on the scoring grid and

set

up for the next problem. While preparing for the next
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problem, the children were allowed to play with the
puppets or the objects that had
already been used until the next problem began.

E. Scoring

There were eight categories of problems: (combinations
of change/compare,
consistent/inconsistent, and addition/subtraction). In the
choice group, a correct

numerical (directional) answer yielded one point and an incorrect
numerical (directional)

answer yielded zero points;

similarly, a correct operational response yielded

one point

while an incorrect operational response yielded zero points. For the
verbal response
group, however, there were three dependent measures, two for the numerical
data
(directionality

and accuracy) and one

analysis, a numerical

for the operational data.

answer received one point

For the directional

for being correct or

one point for being

incorrect but in the right direction; a numerical answer received zero points for being
incorrect in the

wrong

direction if they

Answers were only judged

direction.

as being in the right

were no more than two numbers away from the correct answer. For

the

accuracy analysis, a numerical answer received one point for being correct and zero
points for being incorrect. Given

number

errors

were scored as incorrect

in

both the

and accuracy analyses. The operational responses from the verbal group were

directional

scored as they were

in the

choice group. Independent of each other, the directional,

accuracy (verbal response group only), and operational scores could range from zero

two points

for each

To
considered.

of the eight problem categories.

test the possible use

It

was

to

of key words, another arrangement of the data was

anticipated that the directional data and operational data from both

response groups would be

summed

for

each of the eight problem categories, resulting
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in

four possible points per category. Theoretically,
strategy for solving inconsistent language

if

children were relying on a key

word

compare problems, the numerical and

operational scores for those problems should provide
congruent information and their

combination should consistently be
operational measure

was not

of the problem types, so

this

in the zero range.

However, performance on the

consistently congruent to that of the directional
data for an

combined measure was not

18

created.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS

A major goal of this study was to replicate and extend the findings of
McCorgray (1994),

the basic premise being that children

may

understand more about the

underlying logic of a word problem than their outward
performance

understanding

may

be revealed when looking more closely

Sophian and

reflects.

This

at children's incorrect

answers to word problems by considering the direction of these
incorrect responses.
Further, if considering directionality of responses

understanding of what a word problem
insight into

is

is

a sensitive measure of children's

asking, this measure

what makes compare problems so much more

how their reasoning

about compare problems

may

provide greater

difficult for

from

differ

may

young children and

their reasoning about

change problems.
Preliminary analyses indicated that there were no effects of gender in any of the
data, so

gender was not included as a factor

in

any of the analyses.

A. Directional Analysis
Children's performance

is

summarized

in

Table

1

.

An

ANOVA was performed

with response format (choice/verbal directional) as a between subjects factor and problem
type (change/compare), consistency of language (consistent/inconsistent), and required
operation (addition/subtraction) as repeated measures.

language showed a main

effect, F(l,40)

=

4.05,

p=

As

.05,

expected, consistency of

demonstrating that children

performed better on consistent language problems than on inconsistent language
problems for both change

(M =

3.72 and

(M =

3.72 and

M = 3.43, respectively).

M = 3.62, respectively) and compare problems

No

significant interacfion involving consistency
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1. Mean Performance on Verbal Directional
and Choice Response Conditions as a
function of Problem Construction

Table

Change
Consistent

Add
Verbal

Choice

Means

Compare
Inconsistent

Consistent

Sub

Add

Sub

Add

1.91

1.81

1.91

1.71

(0.30)

(0.40)

(0.30)

(0.46)

1.95

1.81

1.86

(0.22)

(0.51)

(0.48)

Inconsistent

Sub

Add

Sub

1.81

1.91

1.76

1.67

(0.51)

(0.30)

(0.44)

(0.48)

1.76

1.76

1.95

1.62

1.76

(0.44)

(0.63)

(0.22)

(0.74)

(0.54)

1.93

1.81

1.89

1.74

1.79

1.93

1.69

1.72

(0.26)

(0.46)

(0.40)

(0.45)

(0.57)

(0.26)

(0.60)

(0.51)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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of language was obtained. The only other significant
effect found

between problem type and operation, F(l,40) =
4.87, 2 =

interaction

better at solving the

subtraction

(M =

change problems which required addition

3.55) and the

rather than addition

(M =

demands of the

task,

who were

obtained, F(l,40)

=

choice format was that

(M =

7.

in the choice group.

p=

0,

are

13)

1,

as the

more

However, no

means

(M =

1.30,

it

3.65)

should reduce the processing

effect of response format

for both the choice

Since

14.48).

it

has been well documented that

were somewhat more

change problems when

noteworthy

it is

difficult than

was obtained when

was

and verbal directional

difficult for children to solve than

significant effect of problem type

F(l,40)=

3.82) rather than

and therefore better performance was expected by the group
of

accuracy scores serve as the dependent measure,

problems

were

3.48).

response formats were identical

compare problems

(M =

.03; children

was an

compare problems which required subtraction
(M =

One of the premises of the

children

in this analysis

that,

although compare

change problems

the directional data

(M =

7.37),

no

were analyzed,

E =.26.
B. Accuracy Analysis

Since the choice data were subject to chance

were examined independently

(see Table 2).

An

inflation, the verbal

accuracy data

ANOVA of the verbal accuracy data

displayed a significant main effect of problem type, F(l,20) = 10.91, p = .004, suggesting
that

compare problems (M = 6.19)

problems

(M =

7.00)

are

when accuracy

is

more

difficult for children to solve than

the dependent measure.

significant.
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No

change

other effects were

Table

2.

Mean

Verbal Accuracy Performance as a Function
of Problem Construction

Change
Consistent

Compare
Inconsistent

Add

Sub

Add

Sub

1-91

1.71

1.76

(0.30)

(0.56)

(0.44)

Consistent

Inconsistent

Add

Sub

Add

Sub

1.62

1.71

1.48

1

43

157

(0.50)

(0.56)

(0.81)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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(0.51)

(0^51)

Figure

1

depicts the effects of problem type within
each of the three response

distinctions (choice, verbal directional, and verbal
accuracy). Since the directional

analysis produced no significant differences between
the choice and verbal directional
data, post-hoc

one-sample

t-tests

were performed only on the difference contrasts

between verbal directional scores and verbal accuracy scores

compare problems. Both analyses yielded

=

2.68, Bonferroni adjusted

adjusted p

<

p=

.014; for

for both

significant results: for

compare problems,

change and

change problems, t(20)

=

t(20)

4.73, Bonferroni

.001.

C. Operational Analysis

The

operational data were obtained to provide another measure of how children

reason about the word problems they solve. Table 3 summarizes children's operational

performance.
F(l,40)

=

As

62.07, p

in the directional data, there is a consistency of language effect,

<

.001, demonstrating that the consistent language problems

6.46) are easier for children to report on than inconsistent language problems

Children were also better

(M =

at

(M =

(M =

3.82).

reporting the operation they performed for addition problems

5.96) than subtraction problems

(M = 4.31),

Surprisingly, however, the effect of problem type

F(l,40)

was

=

16.13,

p<

the opposite of

.001.

what would be

expected, as the children were better able to report the operation for compare problems

(M =

5.58) than for change problems

(M =

4.70), F(l,40)

=

15.09,

p<

.001.

There was

an interaction between problem type and consistency of language, F(l,40) = 32.22, p <
.001, demonstrating that the difference in performance

inconsistent language problems

1.34, respectively) than for

was

between consistent and

greater for change problems

compare problems (M = 3.10 and

23

(M =

3.36 and

M=

M = 2.48, respectively).

Effects of Problem

Type

7.6

Choice

Verbal Directional

Verbal Accuracy

Response Measure

Figure

1

.

Effects of problem type as a function of response measure.
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3. Mean Operational Performance for Verbal
and Choice Response Conditions as a
function of Problem Construction

Table

Change
Consistent

Add
Verbal

Choice

Means

^Compare
Inconsistent

Consistent

Sub

Add

Sub

Add

1.81

1.62

1.14

0.43

1.86

(0.51)

(0.74)

(0.85)

(0.75)

(0.36)

1.91

1.38

0.81

0.29

1.67

(0.30)

(0.81)

(0.81)

(0.46)

(0.66)

1.86

1.50

0.98

0.36

1.76

(0.42)

(0.77)

(0.84)

(0.62)

(0.53)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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Sub
O

Inconsistent

rVUU

oUD

1.43

1.52

1.10

(0.75)

(0.68)

(0.89)

1.24

1.19

1.14

(0.77)

(0.75)

(0.85)

1.33

1.36

1.12

(0.75)

(0.73)

(0.86)

LI L/

There was also an interaction between consistency of
language, required operation, and
response format, F(l,40) = 4.18, p <

Counter to the expectations

in this study, the operational data

with the numerical data (see Tables

may

1

and

were not congruent

suggesting that the operational measure

3),

not be a sensitive measure of children's comprehension

word problems. Performance on
and

.05.

the operational measure

when

solving arithmetic

(M =10.91

for the verbal group

M = 9.63 for the choice group) was markedly decreased as compared to performance

on the

directional

identical,

measure (where the means

M = 14.48).

or skill that

is

for both the verbal

and choice groups were

Rather, these data appear to be a reflection of a reasoning process

not addressed by measures of directionality.

D.

Kev Word

Another goal of the present study was

employ a key word

strategy

when

Strategy

to determine

whether young children

solving inconsistent language compare problems.

Theoretically, use of this strategy could be revealed by obtaining two measures of

performance, directional and operational;

if

a child

was relying on a key word

strategy to

solve inconsistent language compare problems, the child's numerical response would be
in the opposite direction required

by the problem and the

child's operational response

should be the wrong operation. Matches between the directional and operational data
could supply congruent measures of the children's understanding of inconsistent

language compare problems, provided the two measures were

in fact congruent.

Table 4

displays a contingency array of the data based on match and mismatch patterns for the

directional

and the operational responses. The

relatively high frequency

of right

direction/wrong operation matches demonstrates that the sensitivity of the diretional
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Table

4.

Proportions of Directional/Operational
Congruencies

Correct Direction

Incorrect Direction

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Operation

Operation

Operation

Operation

Consistent

.82

.12

.02

04

Inconsistent

.31

.59

02

08

Consistent

.73

.19

.04

.04

Inconsistent

.52

.33

.08

07

Change

Compare

Note, The directional measure includes verbal directional and choice data.
Each
proportion was created by dividing the number of occurrences within a
problem

by the

total for that

category of problem (168).
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category

measure

is

not consistently mirrored by the
operational measure. Furthermore,
of a

possible 168 answers to inconsistent
language compare problems, only seven
response
pairs (four percent)

children

may

matched

for

wrong

direction and

wrong

operation, suggesting that

not be employing a key word strategy.
This lack of directional and

operational congruency, however,

may

be due to the nature of the child's

provide the operational data.
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ability to

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Discussion
Overall, the children in this study performed
very well.
directionality, children appear to solve

When

looking

change and compare problems equally

at

well.

Despite slightly poorer performance on both types of
problems when looking solely

at

accuracy, the children in this study demonstrated a great
capacity for solving arithmetic

word problems.

Further, the operational measure in this study
seems to have touched

upon some important

possibilities to consider

when

studying and interpreting children's

word problem solving performance.
1

.

Kev Word
It

Strateev

appears that the issue of whether children rely on key words

to

determine the

reasoning required to solve inconsistent language compare problems remains elusive. If

asking children to report the operation they performed after they have solved the problem
is

a sensitive measure of their understanding of the logic underlying the problem solution,

then the operational data and directional data should match rather closely. However, the
operational data in this study are not in accord with the data obtained from the directional

measures, suggesting that the use of an operational measure

is

not a sensitive gauge of

children's mathematical comprehension. In fact. Carpenter and

young children (through
arithmetic

first

Moser (1982) suggest

that

grade) are able to soundly reason about single-operation

word problems without being

fully

aware of their own application of formal

arithmetic operations. Perhaps young children do not yet have a grasp on the
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correspondences between

how

they naturally arrive at problem
solutions and the

application of formal mathematical
operations to
2.

word problems.

Operational Measures
Operational measures

data in this study

may

may

still

be useful, however. Conceivably, the
operational

be a reflection of which problem conditions
make

children to think about their

own

when producing problem

reasoning

children must acquire the ability to relate their

mathematical procedures they are learning
their applications

operational data

of those procedures

may merely

in

in their

own

solutions.

Surely

problem-solving logic to the formal

problem-solving

efforts.

Antithetically, the

be an indication that children's working memory resources
that accurately

remembering and

reporting the operation that they applied to a particular problem
was too

explanation does not seem as

by several of the children

easier for

school before they can accurately judge

were so taxed by producing the problem solutions

latter

it

likely,

in this study.

difficult.

The

based upon the spontaneous explanations given

These spontaneous explanations appeared

demonstrate that the children could verbalize

their

own

logic, but

to

could not equate that

logic to the formal mathematical operations they were asked to report. For example,

when

solving problem 15 (5 -

1

=

4; see

Appendix A), one child explained

Pinky had one more teddy bear than Carlos, he just had

to take

Pinky 's dish to get his answer of four. He was then asked
his

answer and he reported

if

one teddy bear out of

he added or took away to get

that he added.

There are other considerations for what the operational data may be

Take the above example.
(5

-

1

=

4);

that since

It is

indicating.

possible that the child originally performed subtraction

however, when asked

to tell the

experimenter which operation he performed,
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he

may have gone

through the logic of his explanation and
decided that the operation he

performed was addition, since adding his answer
of four

to the relational quantity

of one

did yield Pinky' s five.

The most

interesting consideration for the operational
data

is

that children

may

be

rearranging the inconsistent language problems
as consistent language problems,
as

implied by the consistency hypothesis and as
demonstrated by Stern's retelling
procedure.

It

may

be the case that the children

in this study

were able

to rearrange the

inconsistent language problems successfully, so their
numerical answers were correct but
their operational

answers were the opposite of what was expected. In future
research,

would be worthwhile

to ask children for explanations

of their solution procedures

it

to gain

a greater understanding of whether children really do rearrange inconsistent
language

word problems and how they
3.

learn to do so successfully.

When Wrong Answers Are

Really Right

Perhaps the most interesting finding

in this study is that

when

looking

at the

choice and verbal directional data, children perform equally well on both change and

compare problems, despite

the persistent findings of many researchers that compare

problems are markedly more

difficult for children to solve.

This suggests that Sophian

and McCorgray (1994) have uncovered a method of measuring children's understanding
of arithmetic word problems that

merely looking

is

more

at children's accuracy.

calculation errors do not

seem

to

be the

sensitive to their reasoning processes than

As Resnick (1984)
result

explained, children's

of faulty reasoning and children are quite

capable of applying the correct logic to a math problem while

solution.
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still

yielding an incorrect

Further, the present findings suggest
that children
if their

accuracy

is

may be

short-changed

in

school

graded without considering their
approaches to reasoning about word

problems. This possibility

is

even more powerful when considering the
persistent view

and findings that first-grade children are generally
much poorer
solving compare problems than other types of
word problems

at

reasoning about and

when accuracy

is

used as

the sole criteria for evaluating problem-solving
competence. Perhaps compare problems
are

more

difficult for children to

different. Recall that

be accurate on because the

combine problems,

of word problems, require children

to

memory demands

the easiest of Riley and Greeno's
(1988) sample

combine two

sets

of objects together. In change

problems, children need to focus on the change that occurs to one

compare problems, however, children must reason about two

how
two

are

set

of objects. In

static sets

of objects and

they relate to one another, which requires them not only to hold the numbers
of the
sets in their

memories

(as in

combine problems) but requires them

relational properties while holding these static quantities in

to reason about

working memory. Perhaps

children lose the specific numbers of the problem after expending their energy and

working memory resources on

marked differences between
problem and the child's

the logic of the comparison. This could account for the

children's ability to obtain the correct direction in a compare

inability to provide

an accurate solution

Further, this difference could be exacerbated

is

inconsistent with the child's preference.

4.

Methodological Considerations

Because the children

on what may be contributing

in this study

when

compare problem.

to a

the wording of the

performed quite well,

it is

important to reflect

to this apparent increased performance.
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compare problem

One

consideration

is

the school

community

The

itself.

children in this study

came from an extremely involved school

that is very invested in each
individual child's success.

However, another important consideration

for the findings in this study

may

be

the methodological differences between
the problem presentation in this
study and in

other studies, as the children in the present
study appear to have performed better
overall
(see Table 5). For example, Riley and

work

Greeno (1988) provided blocks

for the children to

with, in hopes of providing concrete support
for problem representation, as

been noted that objects may help
for children

who have

solidify the application of logic to

difficulty with written

case that manipulating the blocks themselves

memory

has

word problems even

mathematics (Resnick, 1984).

may

it

It

may be

the

also deplete children's working

resources. In the present study, the objects were already
placed with the puppet

who "owns"

them; despite only one

represent the problems

more

set

being visible, perhaps children were able to

efficiently because they did not

have

to

manipulate the

objects themselves.

Sophian and McCorgray (1994) provided visual support similar
in the present study.

traditional

On

with the children's working

it

may be

memory

problem-solving expenditure.

On

that the length

of the story problems interfered

resources that should have been available for

the other hand, the present study did utilize smaller and

These smaller numbers could very well have contributed

performance observed

employed

the one hand, they used long story problems instead of

word problems, and

easier numbers.

to that

to the

good

in this study.

Stern (1993) did not provide any concrete support for the children in her study,

and she also asked

that the children provide a mathematical equation with each answer.
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Table

5.

Proportions of Correct Solutions Reported
in Studies of Arithmetic Word
Abilities in Young Children as a
Function of Problem Construction

Problem Solvmg

Change
Consistent

Study

Riley&

Compare

Inconsistent

Consistent

Inconsistent

N

Add

Sub

Add

Sub

Add

Sub

Add

Sub

117

1.00

1.00

0.39

0.28

0.17

0.28

0.06

Oil

20

0.75

0.65

0.52

0.53

-

-

.

.

48

-

-

.

.

o.44

0.61

0.20

0 34

21

0.96

0.86

0.88

0.81

0.86

0.74

0 72

0 79

Greeno
(1988)

Sophian&
McCorgray
(\994f
Stern
(1993)''

Present

Study'

Note. All proportions taken from

first grade children only.
^Proportions approximated from Figure 1, experiment 1 ''Proportions created by
combining the completely correct (equation with answer) and correct answer only
categories in experiment 2. 'Accuracy measurements only.
.
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It is

possible that the need to produce an
equation

children, particularly if they

with their

own

were not yet able

logic or if their working

to couple formal

memory

due to the demands of providing equations

to

may have been

too difficuh for the

mathematical operations

resources were depleted

match

more

rapidly

their answers.

B. Conclusions an d Future Researrh

The present study was

partly

aimed

at

uncovering young children's potential use

of the key word strategy

to solve inconsistent

comparison of two

Despite the inconclusive nature of those

sets.

important considerations have

come

language word problems requiring the
results,

to fruition. Children appear to

some

be able

other

to reason

about change and compare problems equally well, and some
methods of visual support

may

be more conducive

to facilitating

problem representation than

others.

Although

consistency of language remains a potential hazard for problem-solvers,
perhaps the next
step

is to

uncover

how those

representations differ from others and

solid reasoning about inconsistent language

One

future direction

may be

how

best to facilitate

word problems.

to investigate

mathematical reasoning

abilities in

even younger children. Sophian and Vong (1995) studied younger children's
mathematical problem-solving

abilities

by simplifying the Sophian and McCorgray

(1994) change problems to include changes of only one while utilizing the same
procedure. They were unsuccessful in their attempt to pin-point mathematical reasoning

abilities in four-year-olds

using directionality judgements. Perhaps looking directly

four-year-olds' ability to determine

to

accomplish

and ask them

this

may

"who has more

(or less)"

would be

fruitful.

at

One way

be to provide the children with a large bucket and a small bucket

to identify

which bucket belongs
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to

which stuffed animal.

Another future direction may be
inner-city populations.

that children

school.

may

to

run a study similar to the present
one with

The present study appears

to

be addressing mathematical

abilities

possess independent of the formal
mathematics that they learn in

More than

likely, the children in this study

environmental stresses that inner-city children
children display the

same reasoning

abilities

do not contend with the

face. Investigating

social

and

whether imier-city

could lead to ideas for early intervention

training in mathematics if inner-city children
do not perform as well as children from

higher

SES communities.
Clearly there are a multitude of possibilities for future
research, as well

educational implications, stemming from the mathematical
reasoning
children in this study displayed.

The immediate message

is

abilities that the

that children are capable of

reasoning about arithmetic word problems better than has been thought;
the obvious
directions for future research should leap directly from this stepping
stone. Further, the
results

from the operational measure beckon

processes children are exposing
solve a

when asked

for further investigation in determining

to report

word problem.
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what operation they performed

what
to

APPENDIX A
LIST OF

WORD PROBLEMS
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Consistent Change

1

.

- Add ition (Problem Category A)

Pinky the Pig had 4 pet

Then Carlos

the

fish.

Cow gave her 2

fish.

How many pet fish does Pinky have now?
2.

=

6)

(2+1 =

3)

(5-2 =

3)

(4

+

2

Pinky the Pig had 2 books.

Then Carlos

the

Cow

gave her

How many books does Pinky

book.

1

have now?

Consistent Change - Subtraction TProblem Category R)
3

.

Pinky the Pig had 5 pairs of scissors.
Then she gave 2 pairs of scissors to Carlos the Cow.
How many pairs of scissors does Pinky have now?
Pinky the Pig had

How

baby bottles.
1 baby bottle to Carlos the Cow.
many baby bottles does Pinky have now?

Inconsistent

Change - Addition (Problem Category C)

4.

3

Then she gave

5.

Pinky the Pig had some toy planes.

Then she gave

3 toy planes to Carlos the

Cow.

Now Pinky has 2 toy planes.
How many toy planes did Pinky have in the beginning?
6.

(3

+2=

(3

+ 1=4)

5)

Pinky the Pig had some rings.
Then she gave 3 rings to Carlos the Cow.
Now Pinky has 1 ring.

How many rings did Pinky have
Inconsistent

7.

(3-1=2)

in the

beginning?

Change - Subtraction (Problems Category D)

Pinky the Pig had some toy boats.

Then Carlos

the

Cow gave

her

Now Pinky has 5 toy boats.
How many toy boats did Pinky

1

toy boat.

have

in the

beginning?

(5-1=4)

Pinky the Pig had some hamburgers.

Then Carlos

the

Cow gave

her 3 hamburgers.

Now Pinky has 4 hamburgers.
How many hamburgers did Pinky

have
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in the

beginning?

(4

-

3

=

1)

Consistent

Compare - Add ition rProhlem Category F)

Pinky the Pig has 4 pet monkeys.

9.

Cow has 2 pet monkeys more than Pinky
How many pet monkeys does Carlos have?
Carlos the

1

0.

(4

+

2

=

6)

Pinky the Pig has 2 coat han eers.
Carlos the

How many

Cow has

1 coat hanger more
than Pinky.
coat hangers does Carlos have?

(2+1=3)

Compare - Su htraction TProhlem Categ ory F)
Pinky the Pig has 5 dogs.

Consistent
1 1

.

Carlos the

How many
1

2.

Cow has

2 dogs less than Pinky.
dogs does Carlos have?

Pinky the Pig has 3 jack-rabbits.

Cow has jack-rabbit less than Pinky.
How many jack-rabbits does Carlos have?
Carlos the

Inconsisten t
1

3

.

14.

1

Compare - Addition (Problem Categ ory G)

(3

+2=

Pinky the Pig has 3 birds.
She has 1 bird less than Carlos the Cow.
How many birds does Carlos have?

(3

+ ^=4^

(5

_

5)

Compare -

Subtraction (Problem Category H^
Pinky the Pig has 5 teddy bears.
She has 1 teddy bear more than Carlos the Cow.

How many teddy bears does Carlos have?
16.

(3-1=2)

Pinky the Pig has 3 trumpets.
She has 2 trumpets less than Carlos the Cow.
How many trumpets does Carlos have?

Inconsistent
15.

(5-2-3)

1

=

4)

Pinky the Pig has 4 toy dinosaurs.
She has 3 toy dinosaurs more than Carlos the Cow.

How many toy dinosaurs does Carlos have?
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(4-3 =

1)

APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLES
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Table

6.

Analysis of Variance for Directionality
Measures

Source

df

MS

p

Between subjects

Response Format (F)
Error

1

0.00

40

0.32

0.00

Within subjects

Problem Type (P)

Px

1

F

Error

Consistency of Language (C)

0.30

1

0.01

40

0.23

1

.

jU

U.6Z

1

0.96

1

0.01

40

0.24

Required Operation (0)

1

0.05

0.30

OxF

1

0.19

1.22

40

0.16

1

0.19

1.58

1

0.00

0.00

40

0.12

Px 0

1

0.96

4.87**

PxOxF

1

0.11

0.54

40

0.20

CxO

1

0.11

0.63

CxOxF

1

0.11

0.63

Error

40

PxCxO

1

0.05

0.20

PxCxOxF

1

0.00

0.00

40

0.24

C

X F
Error

Error

PX

C

Px C

X F

Error

Error

Error

*P =

.05.

=

n

0 OS

1

.03
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7.

Analysis of Variance for Accuracy
Measure

Source

df

MS

F

Within subjects

Problem Type (P)

1

1.72

20

0.16

1

0 4R

20

0 97

1

0.48

20

0 32

1

0.01

20

0.24

1

0.15

20

0.29

1

0.48

Error

20

0.27

PxCxO

1

0.29

Error

20

0.23

Error

10.91*

Consistency of

Language (C)
Error

Required Operation (0)
Error

PxC
Error

PxO
Error

CxO

*P =

1.79

1.51

0.02

0.52

1.79

1.27

.004
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.

Analysis of Variance for Operational
Measures

Source

df

MS

r

Between subjects
Response Format (F)
Error

I

2.17

40

0.73

2.96

Within subjects

Problem Type (P)

PxF
Error

Consistency of Languag e(C)

CxF

1

4 07

1

0.003

40

0 11

1

JKJ.KJ

15.09*

OZ.U 1^

1

1

0.07

40

0.59

Required Operation (0)

1

14.17

OxF

1

0.07

40

0.88

PxC

1

10.36

PxCxF

1

0.24

40

0.33

PxO

1

0.50

0.77

PxOxF

1

0.36

0.55

40

0.65

CxO

1

0.03

.010

CxOxF

1

1.07

4.18**

Art

U.zo

PxCxO

1

1.07

3.99

PxCxOx F

1

0.03

0.10

40

0.27

Error

Error

Error

Error

LjI

1

\Jl

Error

U. 13

1

O.

1

n no

U.

*2<.001. **p<.05
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